2020 marks the Centennial Anniversary of
Women’s Suffrage in the United States – the
100th anniversary of women winning the right
to vote. “SUFFRAGETTES...” depicts the history
of the brave women who made triumphant
strides through sacrifice and determination,
brought to vivid life on stage through story and
song. From 1920 to present day, these women
are a source of strength and inspiration.
“SUFFREGETTES...” celebrates the great gift
these women left us – an empowering heritage
of pride, momentum, and purpose.

AMERICAN HISTORY

Additional opportunities exist to discover, and study,
historical figures (like Susan B. Anthony) that are
portrayed in the show.

CIVICS/POLITICS

Additional opportunities exist to discover, study, and
discuss America’s tradition of civic participation
through voting.

LANGUAGE ARTS

LITERATURE/WRITING/LANGUAGE
Students can read, comprehend, and analyze the
construction of the story’s text, as well as investigate
the unique aspects of adapting historical events for
the stage, as well as the specific genre of biography.

FINE ARTS

MUSIC is studied and sung to tell a story. Aural learners
will connect with the rhythms and melodies inherent to
this project-based learning.
DANCE is brought to life through the show’s
choreography. Kinesthetic learners will embrace the
movement of the show.
DRAMA is investigated through character work and
storytelling. Linguistic and interpersonal learners will
engage with the written word, and collaborative
process.
VISUAL ARTS are explored through set and costume
design. Visual learners will delight in the physical
construction of the world of the play.
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THEMATIC CONNECTIONS
AWARENESS/ACTIVISM
The right to participate in the voting process was not given
to women; they had to fight for it by raising awareness
among their fellow Americans through persistent and often
bold activism. Opportunities exist to discuss how Students
can engage in their own form of activism to raise awareness
for the causes and issues that are important to them.
PARTICIPATION/CIVIC DUTY
Democracy is not a spectator sport. Opportunities exist
(especially in a presidential election year) to emphasize and
illustrate the importance of participation in the direction of
the nation through exercising our right to vote.
TRADITION VS. PROGRESS
The battle for the rights of women clearly illustrates the
eternal conflict between tradition and progress (both vital
to the health of any nation). Opportunities exist to discuss these two concepts, their individual value, and the
way they regularly clash in the lives and environments of students.

SUGGESTED READING
FOR GRADES K-2
• ELIZABETH STARTED ALL THE TROUBLE by Doreen Rappaport
FOR GRADES 3-6
• AROUND AMERICA TO WIN THE VOTE: TWO SUFFRAGISTS, A KITTEN, AND 10,000 MILES by Mara Rockliff
FOR GRADES 7-12
• VOTES FOR WOMEN: AMERICAN SUFFRAGISTS AND THE BATTLE FOR THE BALLOT by Winifred Conkling

SUGGESTED QUESTIONS & ACTIVITIES
GRADES K-2
ACTIVITY: VOTING IN ACTION!
Students actively participate in the Democratic process, discussing the merits of two options, and
ultimately voting on the one they like the best.
1. Teacher offers the option of two rewards (fun activities/treats/etc), and explains that the students
will have the chance to vote for the one they want most. Explain how this directly relates to actual
voting in America.
2. Present the two options to the students. Take an initial poll of the entire group, to see which option
is in the lead. Give students the chance to speak on behalf of the option they like most, in hopes of
swaying others to join their side.
3. After the discussion period ends, hand out slips of paper, and take a secret ballot. Reveal the
results, and administer the reward.
4. Reflect on the process, drawing direct correlations between this voting experiment and voting in
official elections.

GRADES 3-6
QUESTION: Susan B. Anthony and the other women involved in the Suffragist Movement took a proactive
approach to creating positive change in their country. What are some issues that are important to you? How
could you take a proactive approach to create positive change?
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS & ACTIVITIES cont.
GRADES 3-6
ACTIVITY: WHO WAS SUSAN B. ANTHONY?
Students in teams research facts about Susan B. Anthony to share with the class in a fact collecting
challenge. (MATERIALS: internet access/writing materials)
1. Split group into two (or more) teams.
2. Instruct groups to research and document as many facts about Susan B. Anthony as they can find
within the allotted time frame (sugg: 5 min).
3. In alternating turns, teams share individual facts they have collected. Each fact scores a point. Each
fact can only be shared once.
4. The game ends when one team runs out of facts to share. The highest point total wins.

GRADES 7-12
QUESTION: (POST ACTIVITY DISCUSSION) What are some of the things that happened in the United States
at the time that helped change public opinion towards a favorable view of women’s voting rights? Can you
draw any parallels between the events of the Women’s Suffrage Movement with current events?
ACTIVITY: SUFFRAGETTE NEWSPAPER
Students individually (or in small teams) research different Suffragettes from history, and create
“newspaper articles” about their subject, which are ultimately compiled into a ”newspaper.”
Assign individual students (or teams) different Suffragettes to research.
After researching their subject, students should write a paragraph about them, and find a
photograph or other visual element to create a mock “newspaper” article.
Once the teacher reads and approves each article, they are compiled into a class “newspaper” for
all to read.

SUSAN B. ANTHONY (1820-1906) was an
American social reformer and women’s
rights activist who played a pivotal role in
the Women’s Suffrage Movement. A lifelong
activist, she collected anti-slavery petitions
at the age of 17, and was the New York
state agent for the American Anti-Slavery
Society. In 1852, she founded the New York
Women’s Sate Temperance Society with
friend and fellow activist Elizabeth Cady
Stanton. In 1866, they initiated the
American Equal Rights Association, and in
1869, they founded the National Woman
Suffrage Association, which would
eventually lead to the ratification of the
Nineteenth Amendment to the US
Constitution, 14 years after her passing,
which became known as the “Susan B.
Anthony Amendment”, at last giving
women the right to vote.
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